Holland's Muzzle Brakes

Option 1 - Introducing .... Holland's Radial Baffle Quick
Discharge™ Muzzle Brakes!!

Holland's Radial Baffle Quick Discharge™ Muzzle Brakes offer improved
recoil reduction due to the unique radial baffle design. Radial baffles trap the
gas and divert it around the shooter in a rearward direction, increasing the
recoil reduction over a 90 degree exhaust pattern. Radial baffles increase the
surface area for the gas to work against, providing exceptional performance.
Our blank area on the bottom of the brake virtually eliminates the dust cloud
signature and prevents dirt and debris from being kicked around the shooter.
Imagine being miles from the truck and getting something in your eye from a
360 degree ported brake! Holland brakes are better by design; as a long range
hunter and shooter I know what it takes to get the job done right!
There is some great video footage on www.longrangehunting.com of our
radial baffle brake being fired on a XP-100 chambered in 7mm DAKOTA. It's
great footage showing the performance of our radial design.
All brakes are machined from 17-4 stainless steel and heat-treated for
maximum durability. Thread sizes are 5/8x28 and 3/4x28. Smaller sizes will
be available in the near future.

OPTION 2 Holland Triple Baffle
Quick Discharge™ muzzle brakes set
the standard by which others are
judged! Our brakes allow you to enjoy
the graphics of each shot and the blank
area on the bottom eliminates the
problem of dust and dirt getting back to
you while you're shooting. We offer
several styles of specialized muzzle
brakes to the shooting industry. Holland
models include the Holland Quick
Discharge™ and are constructed from
stainless steel and blued chrome-moly.
 Eliminates muzzle rise
 Adds 1¼" to barrel length
 Unique triple baffle design
 Reduced muzzle blast
 Measured reduction of 45%
 Easier cleaning
We use only the best heat-treated
materials and CNC (computer
numerically controlled) machinery
in the manufacture of our unique
brakes! Adds 1.250" to the rifle's
length.

The large ports allow for easier cleaning in
the field, a must for varmint shooters. Our
prices for these specialized brakes are so low,
you couldn't begin to make them for yourself
for the same money!!

All of our brakes feature a blank area
on the bottom of the brake to minimize
muzzle rise and to keep dust and debris
from blowing up around the shooter!

